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r"TRICILUCTIO r1
This investigation began ac a pro posal for studies of cloud and associated
rainfall over :south-western England and the western sea approaches within the
limits defined by latitudes 490 and 550N and longituder> 00 and 20019, a^:sociated
with other proposals from the University of Bristol related to the Sabrina Project.
This is an inter-disciplinary study of the estuary of the River Severn and its
environs, considering many aspects of its natural science independent of, and
affected by, the activities of man, Since the related proposals dealt k%dth
terrestrial and marine: phenomena and th .-Ar distribution:: through space . and time,
a complementary programme of work was designed to examine atmospheric variables
which might have a bearing upon them.
In the= event, the related proposals were not accepted by N.,A.S.A., leaving
the proposed study of cloud and rainfall to stand alone as an independent
investigation. Modifications were clearly necessary to th( study plan. Of
these, the most fundamental was the re-drawing of the area involved. Cut free
from the need to focus attention on south-western England, it was decided to
include the whole of the British Isles in the revised investigation so that rF.sul---
of more general significance to the United Kingdom of Gr:at Britain and Northern
Ireland and the Iru:,h Republic might be obtained. This had less of an affect upon
the required photo-coverage than at first it might be thought likely to have had.
In the original plan a rainfall forecasting component was included, for which
data coverage well beyond the coastline of south-western England would have been
required (cf. the rainfall forecasting method descri.be_d by Barrett (1973) based
on weather satellite data). Negotiations with N.A.S..A. on nea; limits for the
revises study reg ion resulted in the allotment of the co--ordinates listed ii-i Table.. 1.
TABLE 1
Effective_ co-ordinates for the revised study plan (clockwisr- order)
Corner
North­.-!­Est
North--cast
South-east
South--west
Latitude
E;G0 00 , N
60000' 111
x'.9 000 1 N
49000 1
 N
Longitude
12030'W
2030E
20 30 E
12030,W
-1-
This conclusion is advantageous from the point of view of th•. cloud
analyses plannod fnr the revised study, but very disadvantageous from that of
examining cloud/rainfall/river flow relationships, excepting possibly on a
rather local basis.
One further type of problc-m must be outlined owing to its consi&rabli. -
and continuing - influence on the study plan. No suggestion was made. before
Landnat 2 went into nneratinn that the data coverage for the region indicated
by the co-ordinat,-c in Tablc 1 would bc- other than that dee.crib^_ ,d by N..A.S.A. in
its Data Frofilc (Attachment B) to the Principal Investigator, namely from larch
1975 - February 1970 for up to and including 10M cloud cove r.. Although it .eras
appreciated that the "best efforts to provide the Principal Investigator %:ith
the ERTS data describ,_:d in the data pr-file" (N.A.S.A.,1971) recognised that
some short-fall might occur, especially if technical problems were encountered,
so far reality has proved to be unexpectedly disappointing. By the time of
writing (December 8th, 1975) a total of 180 frames have been received, covering
the period from the launching of Landsat 2 on 22 J,-t:ua._y, 1975 to the and of July.
This compares poorly with the anticipated maximum number of frames which might
have bec_n expected had th ,_re been a full and complete coverage in space and
time, t-:hich we estimate to be about 560. This actual coverage does not compare
well with that in snm(- other r`gions L.g. U.S.A. and snuthern Canada; the Middl_
East; eastern Siberia and China), and has had implications for the structuring
of our programme of work, especially insofar as the order of work to bc. done,
the acquisition of in situ ("ground truth") data, and the identification of
r..^alistic goals ar f^  concerned. Some discussion of these points is inh:.rcnt in
the sections that follow.
II. TECHNInUES
For the present, attention is being focussed on thc_ first of the detailed
objectives outlined in the Statement of Wcrk (Attachment A, N.A,S.A., 1971).
This seeks:
"To develop a unifyingaradi,m of cloud statistics
from Landsat, Noaa and conventional sources per
encyclopaedic purposes, and fnr use in the n].;,.rin:ng
of future programmes of Earth Resources sta l s from
aircraft and sat^_llites",
kk
	 -2-
Giv^,n uiat some time elapses before weath _.r satellite image_ data are
available from the U.S.R. in a form suitable for easy use (as computer-rectified,
brightness-normalized products) our immediate concern is with the acquisition
of appropriate conventional tix,ather observations, and the development of means
of comparison between them and th--^ Landsat images. Table 2 lists the frames
received by early December. Fi.g.1(a - g) illustrates their coverage by
individual L-.ndsat cycles. It is clear that this is both fragmr^ntary and
variable from cycle to cycle. Although this is not necessarily a significant
problem so far as the compilation of ourthwhile populations of cloud statistics
on a non-location specific basis is concerned, the broken coverage through space
and time may limit the possibility of other than case studies for specific areas.
Table 2 also indicates the time of Landsat imagery for each frame. The
range of times across the rather large expanse of the study region is from
10.00 - 11.30 G.M^T. Fig. 2 illustrates the detailed distribution of the imagery
through time. In view of the large area involved, and the uncertainty of obtaining
Landsat cover on specified dates, the collection of ground truth information
has been based on existing and operational data sources. The Meteorological OfficF
of the United Kingdom maintains 98 weather observing stations in the British Isles
(with a further 12 in the Republic of Ireland) of which weather records are
compiled on an hourly basis and their geographic distribution is illustrated by
Fig. 3. It is from these that our basic ground truth file is being compiled.
It is recognised that some time difference will occur usually between the local
time of Landsat imaging and the time of weather observation, This difference
ranges from about ± 50 dins. when the 1100 G.M.T. conventional. observations
are invoked.
The Meteorological Office w4s consulted on the possibility of their
Observers making additional observations of the more significant parameters
(cloud type and amount, visibility and rainfall) or rearranging their observing
schedules on pre-determined days to afford a better coincidence with the time of
Landsat imagery. Such possibilities were ruled out by the Meteorological Office
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Fig. 1 (a):	 Landsat coverage of the British Isles, Cycle 3,
22 March - 8 April, 1975.
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Fig. 1 (b):
	
Landsat coverage of the British Isles, Cycle 4,
9 April - 26 April, 1975.
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Fig. 1 (c):
	
Landsat coverage of the British Isles, Cycle
15 May — 1 June, 1975.
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Fig. 1 (d):	 Landsat coverage of the British Isles, Cycle 7,
1 June — 19 June, 1975.
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	Fig. 1 (f):	 Landsat coverage of the British Isles, Cycle 9,
8 July — 25 July, 1975.
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Fig. 1 (g):	 Landsat coverage of the British Isles, Cycle 10,
26 July - 12 August, 1975.
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Fig. 3:	 Distribution of weather stations in thr, British Isles and the
Republic of Ireland reporting hourly.
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on	 reasonabl,: grouncs that t;. )bservcr's lot i^ already a busy onk-, and
that sporadic rearrangement of a schedule would be a source of confusion which
might lead to loss of efficiency.
In fact, we are not unduly worried by thc: time differentials separating
the two data gathering approaches. Cloud is usually rather slow to develop and/
or change, and, in reasonable populations of comparative statistics we might
expect that the effects of observing non-contemporaneously by satellite and on
the ground would be distributed about the mean-relationship. Possibly significant
cloud character contrasts resulting from the relatively rapid operation of
meteorological processes in knifes-edge situations will be disallowed from our
statistical comparisons by means to be decided in view of the scale of the problem
'.	 when it is apparent. One suitable means might be the construction of envelope
curves of bivariatc scattergrams of satellite and conventional cloud estimates
to indicate the more seriously affected relationships. The kinds of synoptic
situations in -hick these might occur range from highly mobile weather systems
bringing frontal cloud quickly across areas which were previously covered
by little or no cloud, to static situations in which, for example, overnight
radiation fog may be rapidly dispersed. Examples of such situations will be
sought and illustrated in later reports.
Whilst our file of Landsat frames is being extended, we are giving detailed
thought to the design of our techriiques for image analysis, with particular referenc,
to cloud type and area, and for the correlation of the results with conventional
cloud observations. Since conventional methods of observing cloud characteristics
are non-instrumental, there is a greater chance of observational variation from
day to day, from observer to observer, and from place to place than with most
meteorological parameters. The more important sources of variation associated
with the methodology for observing clouds include the following:
(1) The location of the observing station in relation to
surrounding relief features, luildings, trees, etc.,
which may affect the extent and shape of the visible
howl of the sky.
• t-
(2) The variation of the radius of the cloud area assessed
in conjunction with differences in the height of the
cloud bast.
(3) The effect of special influences upon cloud type and,
cloud cover locally, e.g., hill ranges enhancing cloud
by day and water bodies suppressing cloud growth in the
morning.
(4) The subjective: judgement of the observer in the periodic
assessment of cloud type, arid cover, across a fi,.ld of
view in which perspective changes continuously from the
vertical line of sight to thy. horizons.
(5) The advice given to the observer in his training programme.
The British observer is advised to "give equal w(_ight to th(_
areas around the zenith and those at a low_r angular elevation"
(H.M.S.O. 1969). It is not easy to decide ,fiat such advice:
means in terms of relative areas; in practice, greater weight
is almost certainly given to that (comparatively small) area
ovc-rhead in which the , relations between cloud elements and
breaks in the cloud arc- most obvious.
It is to (1) and (2) ehovc that we intend to address our attention in
particular, believing that the other three would be difficult to investigate in
any objective way. The first may be elucidated by circularising the reporting
stations with a line-of-sight diagram to bt completed in silhouette to indicate
the distribution through 360 0
 of skyline forms which result in angles of elevation
or declination from the observing position. The second will, entail inferences
drawn from Table 3, which shows that the radius of the visible bowl of the sky
(insofar as this may be defined in terms of the base of the clouds) is much
wider for high clouds than for low.
The first routine analytical tasks which will be undertaken, therefore,
involve the following comparisons:
(1) Conventional cloud observations and Landsat cloud estimates
based on circular areas of a standard size centred on the.
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station positions.
(2) conventional cloud observations and Landsat cloud estimates
based on circular areas of diffi.rent sizes depending on
the height of the dominant cloud; and, if information
about ob. truction silhou<.tteo is adk_quate and our results
sccun to warrant it, comparisons be tti-x,en.
(3) Conventional cloud observations and LandL;at cloud estimates
based on station-specific sky areas of appropriate shares.
III ACCOMPLISHMEN7TS
There is little to report under this heading owing to the preliminary
nature of our work to date. Although the first Landsat imagery were: received early
in August 1975, it was not possible to commence work upon the data until the
beginning of Octobcr, which has left little time for progress to be made. However,
it is clear that Landsat has alr<_ady provided loud information for the British
Isles with certain very distinctive and potentially valuable characteristics.
These include:
(1) Brcadth of cover. Conventional cloud observations from
the British meteorological station network a y very larg::ly
overland observations. Landsat has provided some data for
coastal waters which could riot have been obtained from
the surface. Additionally, of course, the Landsat views
are spatially complete, as distinct from the isolated point-
sampling-views obtained from convccntional :meteorological
stations on the ground.
(2) Detail of cover.. The highest resolution meteorological
satellite data for the British Isles are within the range
from c. O.G - 4.0 km. depending on waveband, time of day,
and the operation of DMSP and Noan satellites and associated
reception facilities. Although the Landsat coverage is more
restricted temporally, it is much more detailed in terms of
resolution, bettering the meteorological satellite data by
one or two orders of magnitude.
IV. rROBL.Er
In the Introduction, reference war made to some of the difficulties
which have Cmpeded the progress of the investigation to this point in time,
especially those which hav(. necessitatt ,d some reappraising of the original
study plan.
A related problem of a continuing nature is the uncertainty that Landsat
will image any given area of the study region during a particular cycl,_. To
date, the "on-off" pattern of behaviour has appeared essentially random.
Coupled with the rather low frequency of coverag,_ which has been achieved
for most sub-regions rather serious difficulties have arisen with tasks we
would have liked to have planned, but which are either labour or cost-intensive:.
For example, time,-synchronised cloud photography from the ground at a number
of locations might have provided a useful further check on comparisons b^Awe,=n
satellite and conventional surface cloud observation, and the use of instrumt-:nted
aircraft from the Meteorological Flight and/or the time-synchronisati.on of
weather radar observations organised by the Royal Radar Establishment could
have yielded very valuable supporting information; those who would have been
involved in such programmes needed a suitable assurance that their services
would not have. been provided in vain. Whether the advent of the Telespazio
station in Italy will improve matters during the remaining weeks of the data
gathering exercise (ending February 29th, 1976) remains to be seen. Some
indication of the likelihood that this might be so would b-. appreciated.
Lastly, it may be repeated that, for in-house reasons, the study was
not begin until early Octobcr 1975, coincidental with the opening of a new
university session in Bristol.
V. DATA QUALITY AND DEI,IVFTZY
The duality of the data received has been dominantly fair or good, with
the Exception of a small proportion of transparencies which were heavily
finger-marked.
Their timeliness has been poorer than expected. There has been a consistent
delay of about four months from the date of imaging to tre receipt of th,_ imagery.
-7-
This is considerably longer than the delay experienced by clients with
standing ordors for images, a fact which has caused some embarrassment to
the present Principal Investigator wht-n questioned on Landsat data availability
by scientific bodies and the m(.dia.
VI.	 RECOMYENL),hTIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The fragmentary natures of th(. Landsat coverage of the British Isles
to data, coupled with the considerable uncertainty in advance that coverage
might be obtained in specified areas during selected Landsat cycles, has
seriously affected our hopes of achieving certain agroed goals and additional
targets. If a full coverage through space and time, within the limits approved
by N.A.S.A. is not pocsible, a planned coverage whose details would be known
in advance, would be much more helpfal than past experience. In larger measure,
our project in its final form will be dictated by the data we have received.
For this reason, the feasibility of some tasks may only be clear when the
last consignment of images has arrived. Clearly, this is scientifically
unfortunate. Although we are hopeful that useful and interesting results
will still emerge from our study, we regret that its original design and its
final execution may have rather little in common.
g¢a	 '
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